



Disaster investigation of earthquake used of  “General List of Historical Buildings” 
-As an example of “The Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in 2008”- 
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A lot of historical building was struck in three prefectures (Miyagi, Akita, and Iwate) by “The Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku 
Earthquake in 2008”. The damage of historical building was investigated based on “General List of Historical 
Buildings” that Architectural Institute of Japan was making. In this paper,  we want to explain the outline of the 
investigation, and to describe various problems of clarified by the investigation. 
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ߪߓ߼に
 2008ᐕ 6᦬ 14ᣣߦጤᚻ⋵ౝ㒽ㇱࠍ㔡Ḯ(㔡Ḯߩᷓߐ⚂ 8জ)ߣߔࠆࡑࠣ࠾࠴ࡘ࡯࠼ 7.2ߩౝ㒽ဳ࿾㔡㨬2008



























































































































࿖ᜰቯ㊀ⷐᢥൻ⽷ 61 ઙޔ࿖ผ〔ߥߤ 8 ઙޔ࿖⊓㍳ᢥൻ⽷
109ઙޔ⋵ᜰቯᢥൻ⽷ 71ઙޔᏒ඙↸᧛ᜰቯᢥൻ⽷ 16ઙޔᧂ
























































౮㧘1 ቛ૑㨮3 㒮ኹ㨮2 ␠␹(ઙ6 ߪኂⵍࠆࠇߕࠄ߆⍹␆ޔߢ)␠␹(ઙ1 ߇ኂⵍ៊᛬ޔߪߡ޿ߟߦᩇߩ૕ᧄ‛ᑪ
⪭߇‛⚵ߩ਄ᩇޔ)1 㒮ኹޔ4 ␠␹(ઙ 5 ߪኂⵍࠆࠇߕࠄ߆⍹␆࡮ᢳ௑߇ᩇޔߪߢಽㇱ᜙ะޕߚࠇߐ⹺⏕)1 ⌀
᪞ޕߚࠇߐ⹺⏕)㒮ኹ(ઙ 2 ߇ኂⵍࠆࠇߕࠄ߆⍹␆߇᧤✼ޔߪߢಽㇱ✼ޕߚࠇߐ⹺⏕)␠␹(ઙ 1 ߇ኂⵍࠆߔਅ
ᧄ‛ᑪߪኂⵍߩࠄࠇߎޕߚࠇߐ⹺⏕)2 ⌀౮,㒮ኹ(ઙ 1 ߇଀੐ߚߒਅ⪭ߡࠇߕߪࠄ߆ᩇ߇᪞߉❬ޔߪߡ޿ߟߦ
ޕߚ޿ߡߒਛ㓸ߦ㧕ߤߥ᜙ะ㧔ಽㇱߚߒ಴⓭ࠄ߆૕
 害ⵍのო）３
੉ߦო࿯ߪߢო⌀ޕߚࠇߐ⹺⏕)8 ▽ᑪઍㄭ㨮32 ቛ૑㨮9 㒮ኹ(ઙ 04ޔߊᄙ߽ᦨ߇ኂⵍߩო࿯ޔߪߡ޿ߟߦო
߼฽ࠍಽㇱ࿾ਅߩߤߥ⥰ᧁߪߢოᄢߩߤߥ⬿࿯ޔ߇ߚߞ޽ߢኂⵍߩߤߥࠆߔ⪭೸߇༟ṭߩࠅႣ਄ޔߓ↢߇ⵚ
ߩᩇߣᩇߡߞᓂࠍḴ┱ߦᩇޔઁߩߘޕ)3 ⌀౮(ߚࠇߐ⹺⏕ᢙᄙ߇ኂⵍߥ߈ᄢߩߤߥࠆߔ⪭೸ߡో߇㕙৻ოߡ
ⵚ੉ߦო࡞࠲࡞ࡕޔ)1 ቛ૑㨮1 ኹ㨮1 ␠␹(ઙ3 ߇ኂⵍߩߤߥࠆࠇߕߪ߇᧼ოߢო᧼ߩᑼᒻ߻ㄟߒߣ⪭ࠍ᧼ߦ㑆
ޕߚߞ޽ߢ)▽ᑪઍㄭ(ઙ3 ߇ߩ߽ߚߓ↢߇
 害ⵍのᩮደ）４










































































































 ችၔ⋵ࠍ଀ߦ᜼ߍࠆߣޔ੹࿁ߩ࿾㔡⊒↢ᤨߦ⋵ోၞߢ㧰㧮ߦ౉ജߐࠇߡ޿ߚᑪ‛ߪ 1753 ઙߢޔߘߩౝߩ
ታߦ 86㧑(1509 ઙ)ߩᑪ‛ߪᧂᜰቯ࡮ᧂ⊓㍳ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
ߎࠇࠄߪ౏⊛ߥᡰេࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ߕሽ੢ߩෂᯏ
ߦἄߒߡ޿ࠆߣ޿߃ࠆ(࿑ 3)ޕታ㓙ޔ੹࿁ߩችၔ⋵ߢ
ߩⵍኂ⺞ᩏኻ⽎࿾ၞߦ߅޿ߡ߽ޔߎࠇࠄߦߟ޿ߡߪ
27㧑ߒ߆ታ࿾⺞ᩏߢ߈ߕޔ⺞ᩏ૕೙ߩ⏕┙߇⺖㗴ߣߥ
ߞߚޕⴕ᡽㧔࿖࡮࿾ᣇ౏౒࿅૕㧕ޔᱧผ㑐ㅪ⻉࿅૕ޔ
ᑪ▽㑐ㅪ⻉࿅૕ޔ㧺㧼㧻╬ߣߩㅪ៤߇ᔅⷐߢ޽ࠆޕ
1509ᧂ指ቯ䊶ᧂ⊓㍳
1市⊓㍳
90市区↸村指ቯ
46⋵指ቯ
55国⊓㍳
3国ผ跡
43国重文
6国宝
244指ቯ䊶⊓㍳文化財
1753ችၔ⋵ో体の䊂ータ⊓㍳数㩿現ሽの䉂㪀

（３）⠴㔡性能࡮ഠൻᖱႎߥߤのలታ 
㧰㧮ߦ⊓㍳ߒߡ޿ࠆᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ߪޔ▽ 50 ᐕ೨ᓟએ
਄⚻ߚ߽ߩࠍኻ⽎ߣߒߡ޿ࠆߩߢޔᒰὼߩߎߣߥ߇ࠄ
⚻ᐕߦࠃࠅዋߥ߆ࠄߕഠൻߒߡ޿ࠆޕട߃ߡ੹࿁ߩⵍ
ἴ࿾ߪㄘ᧛࡮ጊ㑆ㇱߢ޽ߞߚߚ߼ޔੱญᷫዋߦࠃࠅᣣ
Ᏹ⊛ߦ૶↪ߐࠇߡ޿ߥ޿ᑪ‛߽⋧ᒰᢙሽ࿷ߒޔߎࠇࠄ
⋵䈪被害
⁁ᴫ䉕把
握
䊂ータ数の
⚂䋱䋴䋦
市区↸村
䈪被害⁁
ᴫ䉕把握
䊂ータ数の
⚂䋸䋶䋦
ሽ੢のෂ機䈮ἄし䈩䈇䉎
࿑ 3 ᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ࠍขࠅᏎߊ⁁ᴫ(ችၔ⋵ࠍ଀ߦ)
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ߪ⛽ᜬ▤ℂ߇චಽߦⴕࠊࠇߡ޿ߥ޿႐ว߇ᄙߊޔⵍኂߩ᜛ᄢߦ❬߇ߞ
ߚߣផ᷹ߐࠇࠆޕᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽࡮ᱧผ⊛᥊ⷰࠍ⛽ᜬߒߡ޿ߊߚ߼ߦߪޔ
ᄢ߈ߥⵍኂ߇↢ߓࠆ೨ߦᑪ‛ߩ⵬ୃ߿⵬ᒝ࡮⠴㔡ᡷୃߥߤࠍⴕ߁ᔅⷐ
߇޽ࠆޕᚲ᦭⠪߿ኾ㐷ኅߦࠃࠆ⸻ᢿߩታᣉ߇ᦸ߹ࠇࠆ߇ޔߘߩߚ߼ߦ
ߪᑪ▽ᐕઍ࡮ᑪ‛ߩ⒳㘃࡮ߘࠇߙࠇߩ࿾ၞߦࠃߞߡ⇣ߥࠆᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽
ߩ᭴ㅧ਄ߩ․ᕈࠍᛠីߔࠆߎߣ߿ޔ๟ㄝߩ࿾⋚ᖱႎߥߤߩၮ␆⊛ߥᖱ
ႎࠍ⫾Ⓧߔࠆߎߣ߇㊀ⷐߢ޽ࠆޕߘߩ᭽ߥⷰὐ߆ࠄޔࠃࠅ᦭↪ߥ㧰㧮
ߣߔࠆߚ߼ߦᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ߩᏱᤨᓸേ᷹ⷰ(౮⌀ 6,7)ࠍⴕ޿ޔߘࠇࠄߩ⠴
㔡ᕈ⢻ᖱႎߩ෼㓸ࠍㅴ߼ߡ޿ࠆޕ
（４）災害ᓳᣥኻ╷のలታ 
 ችၔ⋵ߢߪ 2003ᐕߦ┙ߡ⛯ߌߦ⿠ߎߞߚችၔ⋵ᴒߩ࿾㔡ߣችၔ⋵ർ
ㇱߩ࿾㔡ޔߘߒߡ੹࿁ߩ࿾㔡ߦࠃࠅᢙᄙߊߩᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ߦⵍኂ߇↢ߓ
ߚޕᓳ⥝ߦ޽ߚࠅޔᢥൻ⽷ߦᜰቯᚗ޿ߪ⊓㍳ߐࠇߚᑪ‛ߪⴕ᡽ߩᜰዉ
߿េഥࠍฃߌࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ߇ޔᧂᜰቯ࡮ᧂ⊓㍳ߩᑪ‛ߦߟ޿ߡߪᚲ
᦭⠪୘ੱߩദജߦᆔߨࠄࠇࠆߚ߼ޔߘࠇࠄߪᱧผ⊛ߥⅣႺ࡮᥊ⷰߩ⛽
ᜬ߿ᢥൻߩ⛮ᛚߦ㕖Ᏹߦᄢ߈ߥᓎഀࠍᨐߚߒߡ޿ࠆߦ߽㑐ࠊࠄߕޔ⥄
ὼἴኂߩߺߥࠄߕ⚻ᐕഠൻ߿᭽ޘߥ␠ળ⁁ᴫߩᄌൻ߽ടࠊࠅޔሽ⛯߇
ᭂ߼ߡ࿎㔍ߣߥࠆޕⵍἴߒߚᑪ‛ߩේ⁁ᓳᏫࠍᏗᦸߔࠆᚲ᦭⠪ߦኻߒޔ
ᓳᣥߩᣇ㊎(᧚ᢱޔᎿᴺߥߤ)߿Ꮏ੐⾌ߩ▚ቯߥߤߩᖱႎࠍឭଏߔࠆ૕
೙ߩᢛ஻߇ᦸ߹ࠇࠆޕⴕ᡽߇⽷᡽㕙ߢኻᔕߔࠆߎߣߪ⃻Ბ㓏ߢߪ࿎㔍
ߢ޽ࠆ߇ޔᑪ▽ኾ㐷ኅ߿ቇળߣㅪ៤ߒߡᢥൻ⽷ߣߒߡߩ଻⼔ߩ޽ࠅᣇ
߿ᛛⴚ⊛ߥ஥㕙ߢߩᡰេߪᔅⷐߢ޽ࠆޕ
౮⌀㧢 ᓸേ⸘ߩ⸳⟎⁁ᴫ
<౮⌀ឭଏ㧦ਃㄞ๺ᒎ᳁(᧲ർᄢ)>
౮⌀㧣 ࿾⋚ߩᓸേ⸘⸳⟎⁁ᴫ
<౮⌀ឭଏ㧦ਃㄞ๺ᒎ᳁(᧲ർᄢ)>
おࠊりに
 ᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ߩሽ⛯߿ⵍἴߒߚᑪ‛ߩᓳ⥝ߦߟ޿ߡߪޔߤߩ᭽ߥᡰេ߇น⢻߆ޔߘߩౝኈߣ૕೙ߠߊࠅ߇੹
ᓟߩᄢ߈ߥ⺖㗴ߢ޽ࠆߎߣ߇ᡷ߼ߡ⹺⼂ߐࠇߚޕవߕߪዋߒߢ߽ᄙߊߩੱ߇ޔߤߩ᭽ߥᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽߇࿾ၞߦ
ሽ࿷ߒߡ޿ࠆ߆ࠍᛠីߒޔଔ୯ࠍ⹺⼂ߒߡ޿ߊߎߣ߇╙৻ߢ޽ࠈ߁ޕἴኂ╬ߩ✕ᕆᤨߦ㓙ߒߡㄦㅦߦኻᔕߒޔ
ᱧผ⊛ⅣႺࠍᓟ਎ߦવ߃ߡ޿ߊߚ߼ߦߪޔᏒ᳃ߣⴕ᡽ߣቇળߣ߇ㅪ៤ߒߚᕡᏱ⊛ߥᵴേ߇㊀ⷐߢ޽ࠆޕ㧰㧮
ߪἴኂᤨߩⵍኂ⺞ᩏߩߺߥࠄߕޔ㒐ἴߩⷰὐޔᢥൻ⽷଻⼔ⴕ᡽ޔ↸ߠߊࠅ࡮࿾ၞ߅ߎߒޔⷰశޔ↢ᶦቇ⠌ߥ
ߤᄙᣇ㕙߳ၮ␆⊛ߥ࠺࡯࠲ࠍឭଏߢ߈ࠆ߽ߩߣ⠨߃ߡ޿ࠆޕ㧰㧮ߪ૞ᚑߔࠆߎߣ߇⋡⊛ߢߪߥߊޔᅤ૗ߦ૶
ߞߡ޿ߊ߆߇㊀ⷐߢ޽ࠆޕࠃࠅ᦭↪ߢޔࠃࠅ૶޿ᤃ޿㧰㧮ߣߔߴߊࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍౣ᭴▽ߒߡ޿ࠆߩߢޔᄙߊߩ
ᣇޘߩᓮෳടߣᓮදജࠍ㗿߁ᰴ╙ߢ޽ࠆޕ
謝辞：ᧄ⺞ᩏߦ޽ߚࠅޔⵍἴ㑆߽ߥ޿ᱧผ⊛ᑪ▽ᚲ᦭⠪ߩᣇޘޔฦ⋵ᢎ⢒ᆔຬળޔฦᏒ↸᧛ᢎ⢒ᆔຬળਗ߮ߦ᧲ർᱧผ
ඳ‛㙚߆ࠄᄙߊߩᖱႎߩឭଏߣታ࿾⺞ᩏߦදജߒߡ޿ߚߛ޿ߚޕߎߎߦ⸥ߒߡ⻢ᗧࠍ⴫ߒߚ޿ޕዏޔᧄ⺞ᩏ⎇ⓥߪ⑼ቇ
⎇ⓥ⾌⵬ഥ㊄(ၮ⋚⎇ⓥ(㧮)㨮⺖㗴⇟ภ 20360284)ߦࠃࠆᚑᨐߩ৻ㇱߢ޽ࠆޕ
⸼
1) 2009 ᐕᐲߩዊᆔຬળߩᆔຬߪએਅߩㅢࠅߢ޽ࠆޕᳰ਄㊀ᐽ(ർᶏ㆏ᄢቇ㧦ർᶏ㆏ᜂᒰ)㨮᳗੗ᐽ㓶(᧲ർᄢቇ㧦᧲ർᜂᒰ)㨮
Ꮉะᱜੱ(᧲੩ℂ⑼ᄢቇ㧦㑐᧲ᜂᒰ)㨮ጊਛ┨ᳯ(᧲੩ℂ⑼ᄢቇ㧦ห೨)㨮೨᧛ᢅᓆ㧔ᣣᧄታᬺ಴ ␠㧦ห೨㧕㨮੉੗㕏ሶ
㧔ᣣᧄᄢቇ㧦ห೨㧕㨮౗᧻⚔৻㇢㧔DOCOMOMO Japan㧦ห೨㧕㨮ጊፒᐙᵏ㧔㊄ᴛᎿᬺᄢቇ㧦ർ㒽ᜂᒰ)㨮ੑ᧛ᖗ㧔Ꮏቇ㒮
ᄢቇ㧦᧲ᶏᜂᒰ㧕㨮⿷┙⵨ม㧔␹ᚭᄢቇ㧦㑐⷏ᜂᒰ㧕㨮₹↰ᶈਯ㧔੩ㇺᎿ⧓❫⛽ᄢቇ㧦ห೨㧕㨮⍾ᧄᢥᒾ㧔ᐢፉ࿖㓙ᄢ
ቇ㧦ਛ࿖ᜂᒰ㧕㨮ᧁᣇචᩮ㧔㣮ఽፉᄢቇ㧦਻Ꮊᜂᒰ㧕㨮⷏๺ᒾ(ᢥൻᐡ)ޕ㧰㧮ߩᵴ↪ࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪฦ࿾඙ߩᆔຬߦ
ㅪ⛊ߐࠇߚ޿ޕ
2) ⍹ㅧ‛ߩⵍኂߩઙᢙߪޔߘࠇࠄ߇ᚲ࿷ߔࠆ␠ኹ࡮૑ቛߥߤߩઙᢙߢޔታ㓙ߦⵍኂ߇⊒↢ߒߚ᾽☜ߥߤߩၮᢙߢߪߥ޿ޕ
߹ߚޔჄ⍹ߩⵍኂߪઙᢙߦ౉ࠇߡ޿ߥ޿ޕ
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